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MEET IT

Spiritualism's Iceberg

by Rick Howard

What’s the big deal about the emerging church movement? Why is there such a big issue about something that seems so nice on the surface? Meet It considers
the dangers hidden below the surface and shows the reason that it is becoming more and more pervasive within the Christian church.

Author Rick Howard probes the subtle nuances of this apostasy. He picks up where his first volume, *The Omega Rebellion*, stopped and offers details that open the eyes and ears of the elect who do not want this deception to enter any of the parameters of their lives.

**Price: $13.99**

The Omega Rebellion

*by Rick Howard*

*Revised and Updated*
Extraordinary changes are occurring within all Christendom, and *The Omega Rebellion* exposes the hazards of those changes regarding the deceptions of the “emerging church” movement that is already pervasive. Now is the time to heed this warning. Those who entertain the mechanisms of the “emerging church” trends open themselves to all kinds of evil. Spiritual formation, contemplative prayer, postmodern spirituality, the silence are just a few terms used to describe this spiritualism that is steeped in Eastern mysticism.

Embraced by Catholicism, these teachings are strongly colored by Buddhist and Hindu philosophies, and those who void their minds of everything “spiritual,” actually chant their way into self-hypnotic delusions. Only Satan could devise yet another counterfeit sprinkled with enough truth to make it not only plausible but also inviting. Those who accept the invitation enter at their own peril.

**Price: $13.99**

*Also available as an eBook at $9.99*

[More Details and Purchase]
The Testimonies for the Church
In One Binding

by E. G. White

These nine volumes in one contain perhaps some of the most practical hands-on counsel from the pen of E. G. White and cover a wide range of insight into everything from good business principles, to health, to encouragement for the Christian walk. Also, the letters of intimate instruction were originally written to specific individuals before they were published for the general reader. Now carry the entire set with you easily in this single-bound volume.
"In the times of the nine volumes of Testimonies for the Church written over a period of fifty-five years the church continually grew and developed and prospered. The counsel given afforded safe guidance, the reproof and correction led many straying feet back to the paths of righteousness, the words of cheer and encouragement revived many a faint heart, and the picture of the reward of the faithful spurred thousands to the determination to reach the goal set before us."—Testimonies for the Church, vol. 9, p. 10)
One More Week!

English and Español
Sale on The Passion of Love ends April 22, 2014.
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